
 

 Thank you to everyone who contributed to the launch of our first ever issue 

of The Gazette. We are grateful to all the people who helped make this news-

letter a success, and hope to receive many more submissions in the future. 

Yours Truly, 

The Editors. 
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Then don’t hesitate to come talk to us in the SLO. 

You can also submit to 

noor.almounajjed@gmail.com or 

slo.khalifacity@yahoo.com. 

Are you interested in writing for the newsletter? Or 

do you have an illustration you’d like to submit? 

 

A few seconds, that felt like a lifetime of  si-

lence, followed. Her eyes now squinting in the 

darkness trying to make sense of  the shadows in 

her room by the dim light coming in from the hall-

way, did not help her feel any better or safe. 

     “Emma!” 

     There it was again. A coarse, sinister, deep 

voice was coming from the far corner of  her room. 

Her eyes were fixated on the moving shadow that 

was slowly creeping up to her bed. 

     Her heart was thumping loudly in her ears, it 

was almost deafening. She tried to move, but 

couldn’t. She tried to scream for help, but no voice 

came out. There was nothing but fear. A paralyz-

ing, crippling fear of  that growing shadow that 

was moving towards her and was about to engulf  

her in its darkness.  

 

To be continued… 

Nadine Nour 9B 
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Shadows 

     Was I ever afraid of  dark corners? 

     That terrifying thought of  what might be 

lurking there and never crossed my mind, till I 

heard this story. 

      It was a dark silent night, everything was still 

and peaceful as Emma said her goodnights and 

went to bed. Excited at the thought of  meeting 

her friends in the mall the next morning, she 

slept instantly.  

      Later, much later that night, she woke up 

shivering It was as though her room had turned 

into a freezer. She looked at the clock-it was 3am. 

“Why is it so cold in here?” She thought as she 

sat up in her bed, and reached out for the covers 

that lay disheveled on the ground next to her bed.  

     “Emma!” 

     “What was that?!” She held her breath in fear. 

Was there someone in her room? 
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At the heart of every SABIS® 

school is the SLO, or Student Life 

Organization. The SLO contributes 

to the school through students by  

getting directly involved in all  

aspects of school life.  

This newsletter is a great example 

of this. It is student written, edited 

and compiled. On behalf of the 

school I would like to thank all the 

students who put this newsletter  

together.  

From; Mr. Riggs 

To; All the students of 

ISC-KCA 
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 The Student Life Organization (SLO) is an organization that is run by the students for 
the students. It holds departments for every aspect of school life and each department is man-
aged by a group of students. 
 No matter where you look on campus, the SLO‟s influence is a clear as day in one form 
or another. If you look at the administration, all the notice boards and videos on the screen 
are examples of the SLO team‟s work. If you look at the playground, the safety posters, bor-
rowing stations, and cleanliness signs placed across the grounds are all nothing but part of 
the SLO team‟s achieved objectives towards building the perfect environment for all students. 

 When looking in classrooms, students can be observed teaching the class interactively. 
These „shadow teachers‟ are chosen by the class‟s teacher but the SLO also has a role in their 
development. Not only does the SLO ensure each class has a set of shadow teachers for each 
subject, its Academic Department also holds meetings with these shadow teachers in order to 
guide them in their task as teachers and support them to overcome any anxiety or nervous-
ness that may result from the prospect of such a duty. Another very important factor the Ac-
ademic Department manages is the „Shadow AQC‟ project. 

The AQC for each grade makes his or her selection of students to act as AQCs for 
their section. Once again, the SLO ensures these students keep following up with their AQC 
and that they do their job continuously and efficiently. 
 One of the SLO‟s biggest projects this year is the „perfect class‟ project. This project 
involves each student in every grade from KG 1 until grade 12. Students in each class much 
have a specific „prefecting‟ job, such as being a cleanliness prefect, a discipline prefect, or a 
black board prefect. The essence of this project is to aid students in getting used to responsi-
bility which in turn would lead to character development. Having a job, no matter how small, 
will ensure that the student will feel his or her significance in the running of his or her 
school. 
 Recently, the SLO organized a day filled with activities to  celebrate the UAE‟s 43rd 
National Day. These activities included various stalls for henna, face painting, Emirati des-
serts and an art corner, a presence made by the community police, dance performances by the 
students and a P.E. corner. Another major event that the SLO annually organizes is Interna-
tional Day.   
 The SLO theme for this year is ‟VISIBILITY‟. Visibility refers to the SLO‟s work tak-
ing presence everywhere around the school. The SLO will keep working towards the benefit 
of the of the students and by that it will definitely continue to maintain its ‟visibility‟ 
throughout the school year.    
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Illustrated by 

Marwa Akbari 

JOIN 

NOW!! 

Sunshine 

Prefects 
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My Experience with the SLO 
     This was it. As I stepped through the gates, I wondered what my first day 

would be like. Would I make lots of new friends? Will I find the studies 

hard? Will the teachers like me? I had so many questions . 

     I wandered around for a bit and looked at the class lists. After looking 

around, I finally found my classroom, a colorful room with numerous  post-

ers. Soon, our classes began, and around halfway through the day, our super-

visor came in with an announcement. He said, “ stay in your classrooms when 

the lunch bell rings because somebody wants to  speak to you all.” 

     The students were confused, but did as they were told. Soon after the lunch 

bell had rung, a woman walked in escorted by a few senior students. She 

smiled at us and began, “ Hello students1 I am the SLC or the Student Life 

Coordinator.” we were told about  the SLO, or the Student Life Organization, 

learning that it was an organization run by students, for students. It was a 

team of ambitious students whose objective was to make school life happier for 

every student. I thought to myself, “ Why not join? It could a good opportuni-

ty to meet new people.” So I did. And I do not regret it one bit. 

 I started out as a class prefect, a shadow teacher and corridor prefect. 

Back then, I was an extremely shy kid but the SLO gave me the opportunity to 

get over my stage fright and perform on stage during international day 2010-

2011. slowly, my points started to build up and so did my love for the SLO. I 

went on many trips with the primaries, mentored several students and was also 

given the responsibility of leading the Indian team in international day, along-

side a very good friend of mine.  

     The SLO has had a huge impact on my life. I have turned from an extreme-

ly shy kid to a social butterfly, it is also how I met all of my good friends, 

along with the fact that it gives me numerous amazing opportunities to help my 

fellow peers and develop new friendships. There are several departments, rang-

ing from the academics to arranging events, and you may sign up for whatever 

you prefer. The SLO has played a huge role in my life, and one of the reasons 

that I am who I am tight now, and I’d like to genuinely thank the SLO for it.  

       Dhvani Kotwala 9D 

 



 

     What is bullying? Millions and millions of kids all 

around the world suffer from it, and yet, we stand here 

not knowing what the term really means. It is sad to 

say that every time the subject bullying is brought up 

people laugh and cast it aside as if were not a major 

problem. As if it means nothing. But can we stop for a 

minute and think about each and every time someone 

had to listen to bullies taunt them and call them names? 

Or every time someone had to bare pushes in the hall-

ways and hear the laughter and whispers sneaked be-

hind their backs. 

     According to „stopbullying.gov‟, bullying is defined as 

“unwanted, aggressive behavior among school-aged chil-

dren that involves a real r perceived power imbalance. 

The behavior is repeated, or has the potential to be re-

peated, over time.” They also add that both the kids 

who are bullied and those who bully others may have 

serious lasting problems in their lives. In simpler terms, 

an act of bullying is when someone makes someone else 

feel less than them verbally or physically. 

     But why do people tend to become bullies? Why do 

bullies pick on the weak? 
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Defining Bullying 

Noor Mounajjed 
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Shadow AQC 
We all need help in our lives. In school, at home, at 

work, and in learning how to do things. In school, we 

have certain people who help us:  the supervisors , 

teachers, coaches, heads of  departments etc. In school 

we usually need academic help rather than any other 

sort of  help. This is where the AQC comes in. the AQC’s 

job is to help students who are having problems in stud-

ying and focusing. But the AQC, alone, can’t help hun-

dreds of  kids. And so, the Shadow AQC’s were created. 

Their job is to ensure that no students in a class are 

failing. Each class has its own Shadow AQC. He or she 

reaches out to students who need help and must know 

about a students problems and how to solve them. This 

student can assign a mentor to a fellow classmate if  

they are in need of  help. By doing this, the mentor will 

also benefit because he will receive points as well as un-

derstanding the concepts better. 

To summarize, the Shadow AQC helps 

students and offers support when needed. 

      

         Harris Ahmad 9C 
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The answer is quite simple. It‟s 

because of either three reasons. It 

could be because they don‟t feel 

good about themselves and feel 

the necessity of bringing down 

others. It could also be because 

they have problems at home. Last 

but not least, it could be because 

they were victims of bullying 

themselves. 

     If you are facing any of these 

problems, tell someone. Tell a 

friend, a parent, a teacher, or a su-

pervisor. You shouldn‟t keep these 

things within yourself as this may 

lead to bigger problems later in 

life. 
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Bullying: The Worst form 
 You may ask yourself, “ How is bullying related 

to tyranny?”. Well, bullying is defined as wanted, ag-

gressive behavior amongst, not only school  aged chil-

dren, but also adults; involving a real or perceived 

power imbalance. Now, doesn‟t that sound similar to 

tyranny? Why is that we need to rule over others just 

to feel better about ourselves? Psychologist say that 

bullies have several reasons for their actions. Maybe, 

their family or friends hadn‟t given them enough at-

tention or they, themselves, had been victims.  A bully may target his vic-

tims with one of  the three types of  bullying: Cyber, physical  and verbal. 

Ever since social media has become popular, so has cyber bullying. Various 

incidents have taken place over the past few years that have lead to the 

deaths of  many teenagers. For example; Hanna Smith, a 14 year old from 

England had hanged herself  on August 3rd 2013  after being bullied and 

taunted on Ask.fm, an increasingly popular website. The use of  this website 

is extremely discouraged as it allows users to ask questions anonymously 

which can result to the use of  harsh words towards innocent teens. Thank-

fully, there are many ways to help prevent such acts from occurring.  Par-

ents should be aware of  what social media sites their children are using; this 

is an important step in preventing bullying as it can alert both parents and 

their children. Physical and verbal bullying, however, cannot be prevented 

by parents, because it takes place in school. When someone is verbally or 

physically bullying you, remember to not become aggressive as it may lead 

to a worse situation. Instead, walk away and if  the bully does not stop tell a 

teacher. The reason why many people believe in telling an adult is because 

adults are wise and can handle these situation without violence. Fighting 

back never ends pleasantly so know when to take the right step. 
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